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Abstract    The growing interest in the practical applications of data abbreviation and
compaction to efficiently handle large quantities of significant information have led to
numerous investigations and studies of this discipline. Although there is great potential
in both the airborne and ground applications, it is primarily the latter that led RCA to
initial independent data abbreviation and compaction studies. It is the purpose of this
report to present results of the practical application of data abbreviation to actual
telemetry data recorded on magnetic tapes. The presentation will include the affects of
routine parameters, the amount of redundancy information removal, and, the reduction in
processing time and recording facilities. Even though these studies involved the use of
telemetry data from a mission that has already occurred, the need for the inclusion of
data abbreviation devices into the existing ranges to process data in real time is
becoming more apparent.

Introduction    Increased concern is being expressed over the acquisition of a vast
quantity of telemetered data and how this data will be processed by already over-
burdened data-processing facilities. Existing range acquisition equipment have the
capability to initially handle a great quantity of data, but to retransmit all, or part, up-
range has increasingly become a complex data management problem. Limited bandwidth
retransmission facilities from the range sites, fixed or mobile, have imposed many
constraints on the amount of information which can go to central telemetry control.
Projected inclusion into the range facilities of priority call-up systems have been made to
ease the burden of collection, processing and displaying the data, by requesting only high
priority elements of information whenever the controller so dictates. Other information,
which is not directly monitored, is stored on magnetic tapes or deemed unnecessary and
eliminated. The storage requirements of such data involve time in processing and
reformatting as well as facilities for physical tape storage and handling. Elimination of
telemetered parameters whenever considered uneventful would increase efficiency in
parameter selection and facilitate handling of the telemetered data. In any event, accurate 



decisions must be made to determine the validity of telemetered data prior to assigning
priority ratings for real time analysis and display.

Much interest has been developing in employing data abbreviations or compaction
techniques to reduce or eliminate those elements of the telemetered signals which do not
produce any detectable change. Real time pre-processing of the telemetry signals, prior
to up-range retransmission or storage, will permit more significant information to be
conveyed in real time over existing limited bandwidth retransmission facilities.
Investigations into the type of methods used to practically apply data abbreviation and
compaction techniques have involved numerous simulation computer studies, as well as
direct application of various routines on actual range telemetry data. Studies conducted
at RCA have involved the investigation of the parameters affecting various routines, the
mechanics of the routines and the practical application of these routines.

Several tapes containing actual telemetry information obtained during the flight time of a
first stage booster vehicle were processed. Data abbreviation programs were prepared for
an IBM 7090 general purpose computer and used to reduce the information redundancy
contained on these telemetry tapes. As will be shown by this paper, the reduction in
redundant information and the indicated savings in tapes and data processing time,
definitely highlights the usefulness of this new data processing tool.

Continuing investigations have been providing more insight into the mechanics and
subtleties of data abbreviation and compaction. By analyzing the affecting parameters of
specific routines, the common characteristics of many other routines can be probed. With
this information and a general classification of basic types of information more effective
use of this new art can be made.

Definitions    There are two general methods used to detect and reduce similarities which
appear between successive data elements of a telemetered signal. These methods are
classified as data compaction and data abbreviation. The following definitions are
presented to further clarify their function:

A. Data Compaction is a process in which the number of bits for each discrete data
sample is reduced when successive similarity is detected by evaluation of each
sample to a pre-established reference.

B. Data Abbreviation is a process in which the number of data samples are eliminated
when successive similarity is detected by evaluation of each sample to a pre-
established reference.

Each of these methods have distinctive intrinsic characteristics which determine their
frequency response during operation, data processing error, bandwidth translation limits



and in general the advantages or disadvantages of practical application into data
handling systems. Increased circuit complexities required to implement the numerous
data compaction or abbreviation methods, tend to degrade the inherent advantages of
each method.

An illustration showing the operation of these two methods is presented in Figure 1. The
reduction in data samples for each method when compared to the original sampled
waveshape is indicated. Neglecting the reformatting of the detected significant samples
with such pertinent information as data sample time correlation, evaluating aperture
tolerances, sample address or word ID, a significant reduction in data similarities is
illustrated. This reduction was obtained during the data abbreviation studies using an
IBM 7090 General Purpose Computer to process actual range telemetry data.

Affecting Factors    The main emphasis in the computer studies was to study the affects
of data abbreviation characteristics on actual range data. Before effective use could be
made of the various existing or proposed routines, the salient influencing parameters of
these routines were investigated. After eliminating various routines because of their logic
complexities, limited mathematical routine adaptability, slow processing speeds and
most important attributing processing error - first order-fan methods were selected. Their
salient parameters will be presented and application guidelines can be developed.

Sampling    Since the entire concept of eliminating data redundancy or similarity from
telemetered information is based on reducing the number of already telemetered samples
which do not contain any salient changes in data, the data abbreviation device must
directly function within the sampled data stream. Because of this usage the data
abbreviator can be considered a second sampling device operating in an aperiodic
manner. The selection of salient or significant elements is based on the particular
iterative abbreviation routine but the output is aperiodic or random. Time correlation of a
selected data sample appearing at the output of the abbreviator to the original sampled
wavetrain is of extreme importance to minimize the error generated by this second
sampling device.

It has long been established that the greater number of samples taken of a function the
more accurately the function will be reproduced during data reconstruction. The system
designer must make a trade-off between the sampling rate and the fidelity of the desired
output. Sampling rates are usually specified by predicting the highest information
frequency component of the parameter to be monitored. Any departures from the classic
theoretical sampling factor will result in oversampling but also in better system
accuracies. Usually in practical applications the event of interest within the monitored
channel is but a small portion of the total monitoring time. The periods when no
significant data are being observed is of little or no value, but the monitoring continues
to produce an over-abundance of data samples. It is because of this condition that the



system designer must make a trade-off between the sampling rate and the maximum
activity of the measured parameter. This trade-off is to achieve the desired fidelity during
the reconstruction of the processed function. If the same sampling rate, for all measured
parameters, could be held constant for the highest information frequency component and
only the salient elements of this telemetered data were to be transmitted within required
system accuracies, less over-burdening of the data processing facilities could be
achieved. This is to say that the information bandwidth encompasses a -wide range of
frequency including DC components; therefore, at the low frequency range the maximum
sampling rate will produce an over-abundance of redundant or similar data samples. The
data abbreviator will prevent the retransmission of this over-abundance of redundant
information without significantly increasing the system error.

During the investigations it was noted that when applying a first order-fan method
routine to a previously over-sampled function, there would be a fixed number of selected
data samples obtained regardless of any further increase in the original sampling rate.
The detected samples would then represent the salient changes in data, but would not be
periodically spaced as were the original samples. Therefore, the data abbreviator can be
considered an aperiodic sampling device. Computing the areas under the resulting
curves, due to periodic and aperiodic sampling, the average RMS error,  �2 , was
obtained. Resulting infomation indicated a 2% increase in waveshape definition using
the aperiodic sampling device. For example if given number of detected samples are
aperiodically spaced within a given waveshape an average INS error can be obtained.
Computing the average WS error due the same number of samples periodically spaced
within the same waveshape and comparing this error with the aperiodic sampling error
the latter has the least generated error. A simplified example is shown in Figure 2 to
clarify the error comparison results.

Evaluating Aperture    To determine those sampled data elements which are significant
and those to be eliminated, some tolerance or limit must be established to which the
samples can be individually evaluated. These limits are referred to as an evaluating
aperture and usually take the form of a constant width corridor or the divergent
boundaries of a fan. The width or areas, to which the following consecutive data samples
are to be evaluated, are determined by pre-established tolerances. These tolerance values
are based on a fixed percentage of the full scale value of the original function. Some of
the general properties of these evaluating apertures are:

A. As the evaluating aperture is increased the number of detected significant sample
decreases.

B. The total width of the evaluating aperture determines the minimum transient
response of the process.



C. The �2, error increases as the evaluating aperture width’@increases, except when
the incoming function remains constant.

D. The width of the evaluating aperture determines the breakpoint where any further
increase in original sampling rate does not increase the number of detected
significant samples.

As previously stated a first order fan method had been selected as the basic data
abbreviation process. The evaluating aperture for this routine is a fan whose slopes or
boundaries are established by pre-selected tolerances. The boundaries are then projected
to predict the area or location where the next consecutive data sample will appear. When
this routine is initially started the evaluating aperture or fan area will be twice the fixed
tolerance at the interval in which the next data sample is to be tested. Despite this large
initial evaluating aperture the fan boundaries converge or “tighten up” to a width or area
equal to the fixed tolerance after a number of successive evaluations take place. This
“tightening up” property whereby the fan method can be considered as a transient
detector, especially in the processing of large amplitude variations.

Output Reformatting    Another affecting factor is the reformatting of the detected
significant data samples. This reformatting of the abbreviated data sample must be
accomplished before retransmission to a central processing facility. Reformatting
consists of adding information to the abbreviated output to time correlate the data
samples to the originally sampled function, for indicating the evaluating aperture
tolerances used and detected significant sample identification. Increasing the number of
additional bits to be combined with the undisturbed original data sample increases the
complexity of the data abbreviator smoothing output-storagebuffer and decreases the
overall processing time of the data abbreviator. If the data abbreviator is to process a
time multiplexed signal on a frame by frame basis, then additional addressing of the
individual channels must be considered which in turn will increasing the storage buffer
requirements. The results of the computer studies have shown that for single channel
operation the number of additional bits should not exceed approximately 1.5 times the
number of bits in the original data sample. Any increase in this factor affects the output
unloading bit rate to a point where the original goal of reducing similar data samples for
output bit rate-down-translation cannot be achieved. Composition of the reformatted
word during the computer studies included time correlation information, tolerance code,
data and parity. Total length of the output word was twice that of the input data word.

Time Correlation    Time correlation information was necessary to give the individually
detected significant samples the same time-of-occurance position as in the original
waveshape. The minimum interval of time between detected significant samples was
based on the incoming sampling rate. This means that a sampling interval counter, up-
dated each time by the incoming wavetrain, could be used to keep a running tally of the



number of original samples eliminated between any two detected significant samples at
the output of the data abbreviator. By using this method of keeping track of the
accumulated elapsed time, time correlation was achieved. When the second detected
significant sample was reformatted the accumulated elapse time tally was added to the
data word and dumped into the output storage buffer. This method for keeping track of
time was advantageous because the tally could be short counted to a preset value which,
when reached, could select a sample regardless of its significance causing the routine to
recycle. This is referred to as confidence sampling.

Tolerance    Because the evaluating aperture also affects the fidelity of the waveshape,
the tolerance value or width of the evaluating aperture was also transmitted. During the
investigations the tolerance coded by 2 bits was adjusted as the data activity changed,
thereby reducing the evaluating aperture width to provide less redundancy removal
during transient or salient information intervals. The changing of the tolerance values
also provided a control over the output storage buffer to prevent overflow and underflow
conditions.

The coding of the original data sample was not disturbed. The process of the data
abbreviator was to provide a decision as to which of the data samples within the
incoming periodic wavetrain were significant. Once this condition was established the
significant data samples were stripped or gated into the reformatting circuitry. All other
data samples which did not meet the requirements for significance were eliminated. The
operation of the data abbreviator is similar to that of a decommutator except the
aperiodic stripping of data samples is controlled by discrete decision-making operations
in the abbreviator device.

As had been stated previously adding more information to the selected original data
sample increases the length of the data abbreviated output reformatted word. It was
determined that increasing the reformatted word length greatly increased the output
storage requirements as well as the output buffer unloading times of each reformatted
word. To reasonably determine the data abbreviator output storage buffer capacity, the
highest buffer loading rate must be obtained. This loading rate is dependent on the
particular data abbreviation routine and the number of significant samples detected
during the high activity portions of the signal to be processed. It is during this high data
activity period that a decrease in redundancy results until a point where essentially every
incoming data sample is loaded into the data abbreviator output buffer eventually
causing the buffer to overflow. Overflow controls in the buffer which will change the
data abbreviator routine which will in turn increase the amount of error generated by this
process. By providing a so-called built-in }R̄ factor of two the unloading requirements
will not be too stringent. The error generated by essentially halving the original sampling
rate by the data abbreviation process (Method I in Table II) was within acceptable
system requirements.



Abbreviation Ratio (AR)   The presently accepted figure of merit, used to describe the
removal of redundant data samples, is called the abbreviation ratio (AR). This ratio
describes the relationship between the input and output of the data abbreviator. There are
two distinct operations of a data abbreviator. One operation is when the computing
elements of the device determine significance of a data sample prior to buffering. If this
is the case the AR figure will be expressed as:

If the samples are reformatted and passed into an output storage device the output bit rate
is changed. This brings about a down-translation in bit rate and the overall abbreviation
ratio can be expressed as:

These two expressions show their importance when relating the output of the data
abbreviator to specific retransmission or recording facilities. For example when using an
incremental recorder the aperiodic output of the data abbreviator can be recorded
directly, but when attempting to retransmit up-range the output data stream must be at a
constant bit rate, with no interruptions which may impose a constraint on the
snychronization requirements of the system. Most of the computer investigations
involved the sample AR relation because specific routines were being investigated rather
than an overall data handling system.

Abbreviation Routine Used    A prior study at RCA of the data abbreviation and
compaction routines indicated a growing trend to the first and higher order routines.
Recent activity has been increasing in using the first order predictors or interpolators.
Published information has shown that the first order devices and routines are more
accurate and have less data interpolation error than the zero order methods. Because of
this increased accuracy, the first order routines were used during the analysis of data
abbreviation when applied to actual range telemetry data. These first order routines
employed the divergent fan boundaries as the evaluating aperture to test the validity of
the successive data samples.

In herently the fan method is a device which detects the salient changes more accurately
than the zero order routines. A brief description of some of the salient characteristics of
the first order fan method routine will indicate why this algorithm was chosen.

A. Higher data interpolation accuracy over zero order routines.
B. Basically a transient detector.
C. Operates over a broader information bandwidth than zero order routines.
D. Larger abbreviation ratios can be obtained with less error generated.



The accuracy of the first order algorithm was estimated to be twice that of the zero order
routines despite the increase in logic complexity necessary to implementing the first
order routine. This implementation complexity occurs because of the linear slope
construction of the evaluating aperture which requires additional computing and
temporary storage circuitry. However, the resulting decrease in interpolation error
justified the increase complexity in the circuits.

As stated earlier in this report the primary function of the data abbreviator is to detect
salient variations in the incoming signal and can be considered a transient detector. It is
this feature that makes the data abbreviator attractive. However, if the data does not vary
sufficiently producing constant slopes, d.c. levels or slowly varying levels, the data
abbreviator will eliminate those samples within the constant slope and transmit only
those which indicate a departure from these constant values. Here again if the data has
been grossly oversampled, a minimal number of samples detected at the points where the
data exhibits salient changes will provide sufficient reconstruction definition at a
substantial reduction in the total number of data samples.

The ability of the first order routine, using slope settings to more adequately describe the
salient changes in data, will permit more data samples to be eliminated. As an illustration
of this statement consider a ramp function which has a slow rate of change. A fixed
horizontal threshold type of data abbreviation routine would automatically detect
significant samples as the rate of change exceeded the thresholds of the evaluating
aperture. In a slope type of evaluating aperture, the aperture would follow the signal rate-
of-change using the end points to describe the total parameter change within the specific
interval.

A first order method which is embodied with these characteristics is the typical fan
method predictor. Briefly this type of algorithm is used to construct a fan between two
known data samples. The divergent boundaries of this fan are projected to the next data
sample and if detected inside the evaluating area is considered redundant data and
eliminated. If the sample is determined to be outside the fan boundaries, it is considered
valid data, retransmitted and a new fan is created. This iterative routine continuous until
the program is changed or the mission is completed. A modified first order fan method
predictor was used to reduce the range telemetry data from an actual missile flight.

Data Format    The particular telemetered data was multiplexed into a PCM format
referred to as a High Bit Rate Link. This format consisted of a major analog frame which
contained five analog minor frames. Each of the minor frames contained sixty-four
digital words. Sixty-three words containing data and word sync. The last word contained
the minor and major frame synchronication information. Each minor frame
synchronization word contained twenty-seven bits which were the complement of the 



major frame synchronization word. This permitted unique identification of each record
block when recorded onto magnetic tape.

The data words, sixty-three for each minor analog frame contained three syllables of
eight bits each and three bits of word sync to make up the standard twenty-seven bit data
word. Each eight bit syllable represented a digital value of the telemetered channel.
There were a total of 155 active parameters monitored during this particular mission.
Five different sampling rates were multiplexed into the basic format. A 20 and 40 sample
per second rate were used for sub-commutation, whereas the 100, 200, 400 sample per
second rates were deemed the prime commutation rates.

The serial wavetrain was reformatted and dumped onto magnetic tape which was then
referred to as the High Density Recording No. 2 for entry into an IBM 7090 computer.
Seven recording tracks were used with data dumped broadside onto six of the tracks,
with the C track used for odd lateral parity, i.e. the data was recorded in an IBM
compatible format. Each block of information, whether time, data or frame sync
consisted of thirty-six bits, twenty-seven of which contained data and the rest were
fillers. The time word was recorded first with the actual time starting with hours and
ending with milliseconds. The word sync for each data, word proceeded the three-eight
bit samples which were arranged in consecutive order. After each 63 such data word
blocks, the minor frames are inserted, until the fifth minor frame data words are recorded
where upon the major frame sync was recorded in place of the minor frame sync word.
Damping of the longitudinal parity then completed the IBM record.

The information recorded was obtained during a five minute interval after the launch of
the missile. This information consisted of event and analog data and the remaining was
considered quiescent. Table I lists the estimated percentage of occurance of the
significant data in each of the channels during the five minute print out.

TABLE I
Occurance of Significant Activity



After further examination of the recorded information it was possible to ascertain the
highest predicted signal frequency component. Using a sampling factor of five, the
expected signal frequency was calculated to be approximately 80 HZ. However, by
analyzing the computer print-outs of periods of high data activity (such as the damped
oscillatory waveshape at the beginning of each event) the estimated signal was
calculated to have a maximum frequency component of approximately 44 HZ. This was
of particular interest because the accuracy of the applied data abbreviation routine is
based on the number of significant samples detected when the original signal is being
oversampled. Previous data abbreviation studies at RCA have shown that if the data
abbreviation ratio goes to unity, the error generated by the data abbreviation device goes
to zero and the system error is only that of the original sampling device. Conversely as
the abbreviation ratio increases, the system error becomes the accumulated error of both
the original sampling device and that of the data abbreviator. However, this total error
will reach a point where it will remain fairly constant even though the abbreviation ratio
increases.

Computer Results

Data Classification    The data was classified into three general types:

1. Analog (including noise)
2. Event
3. Quiescent or DC

In classifying a particular channel as to its type of activity and the percentage of
occurance (which can also be related to the information content) the entire parameter was
reporduced on a strip chart. From these strip charts the particular channels were
classified. The analog classification was given to those data elements whose amplitude
variations were continually greater than twice the width of the evaluating aperture or
have distinctive and measurable frequency components. These analog signal frequency
components ranging from the 44 HZ to DC and also included noise. By extrapolating the
frequency components between 1A HZ and DC limits an estimate of this type of data
activity as a percentage of maximum frequency response was obtained. Data elements
which have abrupt large changes in amplitude levels but do not immediately vary in level
once the abrupt change has occured were classified as event type data. This type of data
could change “state” many times during the monitoring intervals It could also be data
which is time correlated to some specific occurance. Lastly, the parameters whose
amplitude variations did not exceed the threshold limits of the evaluating aperture were
considered a DC or quiescent type of signal. Because the changes in the evaluating
aperture depends on the pre-selected tolerances, the above classifications of data also
depend on the pre-selected tolerances, therefore the minimum tolerance was set at ±1 bit
so if any increase in this evaluating aperture occured the data classification would remain



consistent. An interval of the type of data encountered during these investigations is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Since the evaluating aperture width, determined by the preset tolerance, directly affects
the error generated by the data abbreviation routine, five channels were data abbreviated
with the tolerance at ±2 bits. The remaining channels were evaluated with the tolerance
at ±1 bit. The results of these tolerances changes are shown in Table II.

Computed }R̄   Again refering to Table II the indicated 2:1 abbreviation ratio difference
in many of the channels is due to the routines themselves. As had been stated earlier
Method I evaluates every other data sample where as Method II evaluates each data
sample. However when the information contains high transitory components both }R̄
factors essentially become equal. The large abbreviation ratio figures obtained are
deceptive because they do not reveal the true nature of the data during the intervals when
significant changes are occuring. The }R̄ figure must be related to an additional factor
generated by the process to be meaningful. This second factor is the magnitude of errors
generated by the data abbreviation process. An additional point, concerning the }R̄
figure, is that if the signal amplitude variation does not exceed the value of twice the
tolerance factor large }R̄ figures will result and even larger signal processing errors will
be produced. This signal amplitude-to-tolerance relation will cause “tracking”. Tracking
is the condition that exists when the first order routine will follow the slowly varying
signal changes without detecting any significant data sample. Without any adjustment of
the routine parameter to correct this tracking condition the first order fan method
predictor cannot be considered as a low frequency detecting device.

Error Results    The magnitude of the errors generated by the data abbreviation device
reflect the quality of the process. it is understood that the peak errors generated during a
given interval do represent the real fidelity, but the overall error provide a more realistic
figure. By relating the error to the data activity a closer examination of the effects of
signal changes and routine parameters could be obtained. Figure 4 illustrated the error
generated for both first order fan methods used. It is interesting to note the affects of
tracking on the error result in an increase of approximately four times for only a one bit
change in evaluating aperture tolerances at the low data activity point. This is despite the
fact that the evaluating aperture has evaluated a sufficient number of data samples to
sufficiently tighten up. The resulting errors at the high data activity range again indicated
the attractiveness of a data abbreviator to reasonably reduce redundancy without
significantly introducing large processing errors. However this statement may be made
for the other end of the data activity scale. It can be noted that the high error figure drops
off very sharply after the 25% activity point. This is a result of the data approaching a
DC or quiescent condition. Large }R̄ factors as well as small errors can be achieved, but
caution must be exercised because if there are no data variations resulting processed data
can be meaningless. For example if the measured parameter has no component which



exceeds the evaluating aperture only the first data point will be transmitted for either first
order method. The last measured original date sample is a valid data sample but will not
be detected nor transmitted. Since more than two points are necessary to describe a
straight line and only one point is available that data cannot be considered valid. This
condition can be corrected for by employing confidence sampling as was described
earlier in this paper.

An additional point to consider, when referring to Figure 5, is the reasonably linear
increase in error when using Method I with a Tolerance of ±1 bit . As the routine of
Method I iteratively evaluates alternate samples it tightens up faster during the lower
activity intervals; however, because it effectively halves the original sampling rate to
achieve an inherent }R̄ factor of 2, the generated error increases. Method II does not
exhibit this property. This is because at the higher activity intervals the AR becomes
unity and the resulting data abbreviation error goes to zero, The inherent advantages of
data abbreviation using Method II are negated., if all data is highly active.

}R̄ Results    By merging both methods to generalize the effects of the first order fan
method, the value of AR for various data activity can be obtained. In Figure 5 are the
plots of the computer results of the combined methods with indicated tolerance changes.
The two plots graphically indicated the large quantities of redundant data can be
eliminated by changing only one parameter of the routine in this case the evaluating
aperture tolerance. As illustrated in the graph, the amount of redundancy removal
increases sharply around the 25% activity point. This is a result of the first order-fan
tracking on the lower information frequency components. The direction of the curve is
such that is asymptotically approaches the abssica of the graph. Truncation of the plot
will generally depend on the users requirements; however, if a predictable length of the
telemetered run can be made the following expression will aproximate the maximum AR
figure

The minimum value that the denominator can achieve is a factor of 2. This is to say that
if there are no changes in data then a DC level can be assumed to exist. The minimum
number of points necessary to describe a straight line is 2; the first and last points. All
other points in between can be considered redundant and eliminated. Practically, this
factor cannot be achieved, but does provide a way of determining the maximum AR
figure. Setting the obtainable maximum AR and minimum AR factors as guidelines
rather than definite limits points up the inadequacy of using the AR factor as a true
figure of merit to relate the date abbreviation operation. If the tolerance value is reduced
to ±1 bit, at the point where the sharp increase begins at the 25% point, the }R̄ factor can
remain fairly constant into the low activity data range. This indicates that small changes
in the data abbreviator routines will permit efficient practical operation without



introducing complex programming controls. Additional results have indicated that any
further increase in evaluating aperture tolerance increase the overall error to value which
negate the advantages of employing a data abbreviator in an information processing
system.

Print Out Time    After achieving good redundancy removal with what can be
considered reasonable processing errors, less than 2% added to the data handling system,
the significant data samples must be transmitted to a central processing facility. The time
required to retransmit or display the processed information is of great importance.
Illustrated in Figure 6 is the estimated print-out time of all channels-, combined into two
curves with the indicated tolerance changes. The }R̄ Print Out Time relation is linear
and the similarity in both curves is inpart due to the limitation of the print-out
equipment. In this case the output rate was 300 character per minute. Although the high
}R̄ figures are desirable, the data processing equipment tie-up time to transfer the data
into display or retransmission systems is not too economical. Efficient multiplexing of
data abbreviated information would require more investigation into data management
similar to existing data-call-up systems. If the printout times are used to indicate the
most efficient AR factors for reasonable printout time, then the }R̄ range between 20 to
100 would appear to be most desirable.

Application Example    The following example will illustrate hot., the graphs in -this
report can be used as guidelines to predict the data abbreviation operation within a
hypothetical data processing system. The parameter to be monitored will be classified as
an event type of signal. The activity of this signal will be predicted to have salient data
activity for 50% of the monitored interval. This means that the data levels will
continually change state. With this data activity figure, an }R̄ figure of 200 is predicted
by using the information in Figure 5. Again using the 50% activity figure, an average
RMS error value of approximately 0.5% of FS can also be predicted from Figure 4.
Finally, Figure 6 will indicate a printout time of approximately one minute for the }R̄
figure of 200. Therefore the data abbreviator will add 0.5% error to the processing
system with a redundancy removal factor of 200.

Conclusions    As additional data compression and abbreviation studies are undertaken,
more emphasis must be given to classifying the general types of predictable telemetered
data. The terms-event, analog, and quiescent-used to generalize the classification of data
are not sufficient. However these terms do give meaning to the computed }R̄ and error
figures when applied to telemetered information. Further investigation will relate the }R̄
figure and the error figure into a more meaningful relation.

In general first order fan method predictors can be practically applied to present range
requirements to reduce the over-abundance of telemetered data. The computed average



error is less than 1% with abbreviation ratios greater than 200 to 1000. Savings in
process-Ing information, whether at the down range sites or at central data reduction
centers, can be achieved with the use of specialized fixed programmed. first order fan
method data abbreviators. These special digital computers could be employed in a
manner which is similar to present day decommutators, with lower operating costs than a
general purpose computer and greater I/O processing times.

Although the reformatting of the significant data samples increase the length of the data
abbreviators output word, the obtainable abbreviation ratios will still provide a realizable
down-translation of incoming bit rates for compatibility into existing range
retransmission links.

Eventually as more investigations into the practical aspects of data abbreviation and
compaction develop into confident usage and practical operating hardware, these
techniques will be applicable at the source of data rather than at the data handling
facilities.
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FIG. 1: TYPICAL OPERATION OF DATA COMPACTION
AND ABBREVIATION



FIG. 2: COMPARISON OF APERIODIC AND PERIODIC
SAMPLING ERRORS



FIG. 3.- TYPICAL WAVESHAPE OF TELEMETERED DATA



FIG. 4: COMPUTED ERROR VERSUS ESTIMATED DATA ACTIVITY



FIG. 5: ABBREVIATION RATIOS FOR FIRST ORDER FAN PREDICTOR METHODS



FIG. 6: OUTPUT PROCESSING TIME OF COMPUTER USING DATA ABBREVIATION ROUTINE


